
SUBMISSION TO GOVERNMENT 

New Zealand’s startups and founders* 
a powerhouse of ambitious problem solvers

                                                               

*THESE ARE NOT SMEs
  WE ARE SUPPORTING THE NEXT XEROS, ROCKET LABS, MY FOOD BAGS, ALL BIRDS, LANZTECHS AND ETHIQUES



In any given economy startups 
account for 45–90% of all net 
new job growth

World Bank High Growth Firms Report, 
2019 

Our response to 
New Zealand’s 
recovery and revival

Deploying the stunningly innovative, globally competitive 

businesses our startup founders and their supporters are 

creating to solve the world’s problems and create resilient jobs 

The best problem solvers have deep empathy for people and 

the planet and this is where New Zealand’s USP lies



We have an incredible startup ecosystem in New Zealand

SOURCE: PWC, NZGCP, YOUNG COMPANY FINANCE INDEX, MBIE
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KEY PLAYERS AND DEFINITIONS

FOUNDERS

Driven, ambitious people with a great idea for a product or service 
which has huge growth potential in a high value market

STARTUPS

A company in development infancy which has a strong growth outlook 
both financially and in terms of innovation. Often focusing on a niche 

sector or delivering a bespoke product or service in a new uncertain 

market

ANGEL INVESTOR

In return for ownership equity, these individuals typically invest 
between $5k and $100k of personally held capital in high growth early 

stage startups and also provide experience, expertise and connections

VENTURE CAPITAL

This is capital sourced from institutions and high networth individuals 
and invested in later stage startups. This is also made with an 

expectation of higher returns and comes with the commensurate risk 



A THRIVING INDUSTRY WHICH WE MUST NURTURE

CAPITAL INVESTED
NZD million

SECTOR MIX
% of total

400+ HIGH GROWTH STARTUPS 10,000+ HIGH VALUE JOBS

SOURCE: THE ICEHOUSE, NZGCP
NOTE: LIST OF STARTUPS IS NON-EXHAUSTIVE

Some of our most 
successful startups 

grew out of the GFC – 
Xero, Vend, Rocket 
Lab and LanzaTech

NZ has invested more than 
$800m in over 1300 deals and 
400 companies in the last 12 
years creating over 10,000 

high value jobs
$130m was 

invested during 
2019 across 129 

deals

Software & Services made 
up 56% of deals in 2019

VALUATION

In just over a decade tech startups have become an integral part of our economy



“NZ has a generation of under-the-radar software & 
hardware startups that, with the right domestic 
capital and overseas market presence, could 
become global leaders generating $100m+ in 
export revenue, creating tens of thousands of high 
value jobs around the country and driving 
economic transformation"
Chintaka Ranatunga, GD1 

STARTUPS CREATE JOBS AND GROWTH BUT COVID IS HURTING THE SECTOR WE MUST PROTECT THIS RECESSION’S “XEROS”

◼ Each new tech sector job creates up to 5 new services 

jobs around it 

◼ Every dollar spent to stimulate the NZ tech sector 
generates about $3 of GDP growth 

◼ Young firms account for 45% of all new jobs created in 
the OECD in the last decade

◼ Many of our latently valuable startups are under threat 

as early adopter customers retrench and borders close

◼ Venture investors have also been wounded by the 
economic collapse. There will be a fall in investment 

levels. Investors will tend to focus smaller amounts of 

capital on existing portfolios and make fewer new 

investments

◼ International funds in these situations tend to retreat to 
home base

Founders and startups have a huge impact on our economy

“There are always growth opportunities 
even when times are tough”
Rod Drury, Xero [est. 2006]

“Use the down times to get the 
jump on the good times returning. 
Build that thing. Rework that part of 
the business”
Vaughan Fergusson, Vend [est. 2010]

SOURCE:PWC, YOUNG COMPANY FINANCE INDEX; MCKINSEY, TIN100, NZTECH, OECD 

“Aider has developed unique IP but is early stage 
revenue. Without continued investment, startups like 
us will fail, with the loss of jobs, IP and the 
opportunity itself”
Pete Weaver, CEO

“The strength of NZ’s tech sector as a whole will 
help provide greater resilience for New Zealand 
as we shift to a new way of working through this 
lockdown period and beyond "
Greg Shanahan, TIN

“I think in New Zealand we could 
benefit enormously from 
successful startup companies” 
Sean Simpson, Lanzatech [est. 2005]



CAPITAL

 

Easy and equitable access to 
early-stage investment

CAPABILITY Access to capable guidance and 
skilled early employees

CONNECTIONS

& COLLABORATION

Strengthening local connections 
and links to foreign startup 
ecosystems

CULTURE Promotes ambition, risk-taking 
and domestic markets of early 
adopters

We all have a role to play – it takes a whole country to raise a startup

SEED
Market 

validation

IDEAS
Knowledge 

development

SCALEUP
Begin proving 

the business at 
scale

STARTUP
Investment  on 
early signals of 

potential

EXPANSION
Proven business 

model

ANGELS BANKS NZ SUPER

PSAF        GRANTS NZGCP TAX CREDITS

NZ TRADE & ENTERPRISE ADVISORY, NETWORKS AND MISSIONS

UNIVERSITIES ANGEL ASSOCIATION NEW ZEALAND CORPORATES

CALLAGHAN INNOVATION

                 REGIONAL STARTUP HUBS                          CALLAGHAN INNOVATION

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

ACCELERATORS AND INCUBATORS NEW ZEALAND PRIVATE CAPITAL ASSOCIATION

VCKIWINET & RETURN ON SCIENCE 

KEA

GLOBAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP NETWORK                      SCALE-UP NZ

IMPACT

GOVERNANCE

SKILLED AND INVESTOR MIGRANTS



The best solutions will maximise ROI, have a meaningful impact and be easy and cost effective to execute 

Supporting founders and startups to survive, thrive and contribute to our revival 

SURVIVE: NEXT 6 MONTHS THRIVE: NEXT 12–24 MONTHS

SOURCE: MBIE “DEVELOPING A START-UP ACTION PLAN FOR NEW ZEALAND”

CAPITAL Easy and equitable access to 
early-stage investment

◼ Cash in particular has dried up for most businesses, 

startups included 

◼ In a capital-cautious climate, the need for growth capital 

will be acute

CAPABILITY Access to capable guidance and 
skilled early employees

◼ COVID poses new challenges and requires new 

immediate capability and different ways of  deploying 

existing talent and technology

◼ We will desperately need people with vision, drive, focus 

and energy who know how to grow and scale a venture

CONNECTIONS & 

COLLABORATION

Strengthening local connections 
and links to foreign startup 
ecosystems

◼ Maintaining relationships in markets with customers and 

commercial partners must be a focus

◼ Working together within the “NZ bubble” 

will be hugely important for us as we recover. 

Collaboration and aggregation for scale and momentum 

will reap benefits.  

CULTURE Promotes ambition, risk-taking 
and domestic markets of early 
adopters

◼ Culturally we need to profile and encourage those with 

the ability to innovate and create the future

◼ Once the environment is more predictable, executing on 

ambition will need support and profiling



INITIATIVE OUTCOMES

 Grants for IP preservation Retention of enterprise value through the recession

Equity based liquidity injection More startups thrive post Covid, confidence retained in startup investment 

Tax incentives, increase R&D tax 
credit, ESOP on capital account

More startup investment, alignment with Australia and more cash in NZ high 
tech ventures, aligned talent in startups 

Timebound flexibility 
for NZGCP

Earlier revival of investor confidence in the NZ venture and angel market, 
fewer undercapitalised ventures, faster creation of high value jobs

National portfolio approach
Shared approach to professional portfolio management, more connections and 
collaboration between NZ Inc portfolio managers and ventures

Establish robust data
Enhanced insights, greater credibility and confidence about the role of NZ 
startups in our economy. Greater visibility of the success stories and where to 
double down

PRIORITY INITIATIVES SUMMARY – these are about all of us helping startups through COVID



INITIATIVE DETAILS/DELIVERY INVESTMENT IMPACT EASE OUTCOMES

Wage 
subsidies

◼ Extend to pre-revenue companies and high growth SaaS companies $40-50m H M More startups thrive post Covid

Grants ◼ IP protection for Patent Cooperation Treaty and national phase filing for up to 150 

Callaghan grant companies

$20m H M Retention of enterprise value 
through recession

◼ Callaghan Innovation doubles down on R&D grant support for existing funded 

firms. Make the R&D tax credit regime simpler and faster and extend to software

H M More viable startups with post 
Covid value proposition

◼ Grateful for NZTE International Growth Fund Grants flexibility and the $5000  

Export Business Continuity Service grants

H H

Bank loans ◼ The startup community supports putting pressure on banks to deploy 100% 

guaranteed business loans

H L Broader base of NZ Inc startup 
support

Equity based 
liquidity 
injection

◼ 1–2 year government sponsored equity-based package. Guaranteed bank loans 

converting to equity and/or 1:1 government equity matching for ventures which 

have already received venture investment. Administered by Export Guarantee 

Office, KiwiBank or NZGCP

$100m H L More startups thrive post Covid, 
confidence retained in startup 
investment

Tax ◼ Allow 80% of FY19 R&D refund to be claimed immediately and/or 

increase R&D tax loss cash out cap  

H L Greater uptake of R&D tax 
credits at a time when cash is 
needed

SURVIVE – preserve jobs and IP by retaining and accessing cash Priority initiative

1

2

3

4

5



THRIVE – attract capability and capital to create resilient jobs (1/3)

INITIATIVE DETAILS/DELIVERY - these 4 initiatives require policy decisions INVESTMENT IMPACT EASE OUTCOMES

Migrant 

investors and 

founders

◼ Amend migrant investor settings and make it easier to qualify for points when 

investment in venture is selected by eliminating the requirement for alternative 

holding fund placement

H M/H More timely, smart, globally 

connected talent and capital for 

startups

◼ Extend Edmund Hillary Foundation pilot $2m

Tax changes ◼ Tax incentives for venture investors H M More investment in startups, 

alignment with Australia and 

more cash in NZ high tech 

ventures, aligned talent in 

startups

◼ Substantially increase  the R&D tax credit

◼ Allow ESOP to be on capital account for startup employees

Timebound 

flexibility for 

NZGCP

◼ Explore an increase to the Aspire fund cap and allocate a portion directly to FMCA 

accredited investors, Aspire partners and existing fund investors

$15m H M Earlier revival of investor 

confidence in the NZ venture 

and angel market, fewer 

undercapitalised ventures◼ Explore 1–2 year relaxation of Elevate’s matching capital rules to stand up more 

local funds

◼ Explore 1–2 year relaxation to allow 2:1 investment in both programmes

Kiwisaver 
investment

◼ KiwiSaver providers incentivised to support venture investment with a small 

proportion (0.5-1.5%) of funds deployed 

H L Fewer undercapitalised 
ventures, material impact on 
ventures scaling more quickly 

Priority initiative

6

7

8

9



THRIVE – attract capability and capital to create resilient jobs (2/3)

INITIATIVE DETAILS/DELIVERY - the next 6 initiatives require leadership and alignment INVESTMENT IMPACT EASE OUTCOMES

The national 

portfolio

◼ Establish a NZ Inc approach to our national portfolio of startups and high-tech 

growth ventures initiated through the Startup Leadership Group to include NZGCP, 

NZTE, Callaghan Innovation, select AANZ members, select NZPCA members, 

KiwiNet and Uniservices

M/H M Shared approach to professional 

portfolio management, more 

connections and collaboration 

between NZ Inc portfolio 

managers and ventures

Startup and 

high growth 

talent

◼ Specialised recruitment “clearing house” for startup talent. Possibly a 

public/private partnership to support, recruit and deploy startup talent to startups

$2m M/H L/M Efficient redeployment, 

retraining and upskilling of 

unemployed startup talent, 

faster access to specialised 

talent for scaling startups

◼ Enhanced linkages and visibility between startups and universities and other 

providers of nano degrees and micro-credentials

M H

Professional 

development 

◼ A nationally coordinated programme of professional development and domestic 

and international connectivity for investors and founders to include AANZ, NZTE, 

Callaghan (accelerators and incubators), KiwiNet, tech transfer, investment banks, 

professional service providers and universities

M M Easier access and efficient 

delivery of information, faster 

connections to capability, 

speeding up the creation of high 

growth startups

Priority initiative

10

11

12



THRIVE – attract capability and capital to create resilient jobs (3/3)

INITIATIVE DETAILS/DELIVERY INVESTMENT IMPACT EASE OUTCOMES

Incubators and 

accelerators

◼ Incubators and accelerators play an important role in the creation of a pipeline of 

well supported startups which have enhanced access to capability and capital. Let’s 

amplify NZ Inc support for the existing cohort

M H More well supported, viable 

ventures providing a magnet for 

international interest and 

domestic talent creation

Establish 

robust data

◼ A nationally coordinated system to collect and review startup data to include 

collaboration between MBIE, Callaghan, NZTE, TIN100, NZGCP, AANZ, KiwiNet and 

universities 

H M Enhanced insights, greater 

credibility and confidence about 

the role of NZ startups in our 

economy. Greater visibility of 

the success stories and where to 

double down

National 

campaign

◼ National campaign to encourage New Zealanders to start, support and 

invest in innovative, value creating businesses including profiling our appreciation 

of the role that diversity and well being play in delivering success

M M A greater pipeline of resilient 

successful startups 

◼ Collaboration with MoE, MBIE, TEC, NZTE, Callaghan and KiwiNet

Startups are fundamental to transforming our economy. They will supersede sectors which are completely destroyed. The goal is to create an incredible 
cohort of ventures and founders solving important problems, who can access the right capability and capital and who are introduced to the next level of 
support - capital, board members, customers -  who are successful and then come back to reinvest, reinvent and return with their experience… creating 
literally hundreds of thousands of new, high value, resilient jobs.

Priority initiative

13

14

15



STARTUP NZ INC
investors, government, 
corporates, universities, 
professional service 
providers all  collectively 
commit time, money and 
expertise to the execution 
of the 15 initiatives 

WHAT IF EVERY GRADUATE WAS A 

FOUNDER OR OWNED A PATENT?

WHAT IF WE HAD MORE ENGINEERS 

THAN FRUIT PICKERS & FARM 

HANDS? 

WHAT IF WE WERE KNOWN AS 

LEADERS IN SMART-AG, 

ECO-TOURISM, RENEWABLE ENERGY?

◼ EVERY YEAR WE WOULD FUND 400 

NEW STARTUPS

◼ WE WOULD CREATE A MILLION NEW 

HIGH VALUE, RESILIENT JOBS

◼ WE WOULD CREATE 100 ICONIC 

KIWI BUSINESSES WITH BILLION 

DOLLAR VALUATIONS

◼ WE WOULD TRANSFORM 30% OF 

OUR WORKFORCE PRIOR TO 

AUTOMATION

◼ WE WOULD BE A WORLD LEADER IN 

THE CREATION OF A SUSTAINABLE 

ECONOMY CREATING EXPONENTIAL 

VALUE AND IMPACT

WE’VE SET OUT HOW OUR STARTUPS CAN CONTRIBUTE TO NEW ZEALAND’S REVIVAL 

What say we completely unleashed kiwi startups?

What if we 
invested

$1 BILLION a 
year?

We 
currently 

invest 
$100m a 

year



Organisations and people on our wing



Our gratitude for government initiatives to date 

WAGE SUBSIDIES LEAVE AND SELF-ISOLATION PAYMENTS OTHER

◼ Eligible employers will be paid $585.50 per week for each 
full-time employee (20 hrs or more) and $350 per week for each 
part-time employee (less than 20 hrs)

◼ Support from this subsidy is available for 12 weeks, and can be 

paid in a lump sum

◼ Evidence is that payments are being made within 48 hours at 

present, and many businesses have already received payments. 
That’s impressive speed from the relevant government agencies 
at this time

◼ Pleasingly, the scheme was expanded on 23 March 2020 in a 

manner that is of significant benefit to high-growth companies 
and employees/contractors:
• Startups (less than one year old): Startups do not need to 
establish a 30% revenue decline based on the same time last 
year. They must see a 30% decline based on a comparable period 
(e.g., March versus February or January)
• Growth companies: Growth companies do not need to 
establish a 30% revenue decline based on the same time last 
year. They must see a 30% decline based on a comparable period 
(e.g., March versus February or January)

◼ This subsidy supports employers, sole traders, and self-employed 
persons who are unable to work because they are sick with 
Covid-19, in self-isolation, or are caring for dependants who are 
in one of these situations

◼ The payments received match those provided to full-time and 

part-time workers under the Wage Subsidy, but (at this stage) 
will only be available for 8 weeks from 17 March. Payments are 
made for up to 14 days for those in isolation – but may be paid 
more than once if multiple periods are spent in isolation

◼ The entitlements only cover workers who self-isolate in 

accordance with the public health guidelines and for workers 
who contract COVID-19

◼ Employers will also be obliged to meet all their sick leave and 

other employee entitlements. Employers and employees can 
agree to use any form of paid leave (eg annual leave) to cover 
their period of self-isolation. However, employees are not 
required to have used any or all their paid leave entitlements 
before they can receive this payment

◼ Mortgage holiday

◼ Tax relief - particularly bringing forward refundability of the tax 

credit scheme to year one

◼ Support for companies facing insolvency 

◼ Business Finance Guarantees

◼ Essential Workers  leave scheme

◼ Redeployment of workers

◼ Extended time-frames for tenants to remedy a breach of lease

◼ Export Business Continuity Service

◼ NZ Marketplace

◼ Tariff concessions on imports of COVID-19 related products

◼ Governance latitude



SINGAPORE

◼ Income relief scheme for freelancers and self-employed persons of 

$1,000 monthly from May to Oct 2020

◼ Enterprises will be given faster write-down of their investments in 

plants and machinery, and renovation and refurbishment.

◼ Startup SG provides mentorship and startup capital grant of 

$SG30,000 to first-time entrepreneurs with innovative business 

ideas. Startups are required to raise and commit $SG10,000 as 

co-matching fund to the grant

HONG KONG

◼ Full government guarantee on loans of up to $HK2m for every 

small and medium sized business

◼ $HK20bn SME Financing Guarantee Scheme 

◼ Government co-investment through the Innovation and 

Technology Venture Fund

◼ $HK30bn fiscal stimulus to subsidise rents at Cyberport and Hong 

Kong Science and Technology Park

USA

◼ Small Business Administration makes $US50bn available and 

makes loans of up to $US2m available at low interest rates

◼ Tax relief for businesses with less than $US10m in gross receipts

◼ Additional state by state relief for small businesses

UK ‘FUTURE FUND’ 

◼ £250M match funding delivered via the British Business Bank as 

convertible notes

◼ Businesses must secure an equal or greater amount of matching 

funding from private investors, and be a U.K. registered private 

company that has raised at least £250,000 in private investment in 

the last five years

◼ Investments between £125,000 and £5 million in qualifying 

startups to be launched in May

◼ This is in addition to £750M of R&D support of which much is 

largely allocated but will be expedited or increased

Governments around the world recognise the importance of supporting startups

FRANCE

◼ Minister of State for Digital Affairs acknowledges startups 

represent a growing part of the economy

◼ A  Euro4bn package

◼ Euro80m of matching equity funding through Bpifrance PIA

◼ Euro300m borrowing facility 

AUSTRALIA

◼ 1 April Treasury confirms the $AU130bn Job Keeper scheme extends 

to startups and especially  pre-revenue and high growth ventures

◼ R&D tax credit at circa 40%

◼ ESIC (early stage innovation companies) tax incentives

SOURCE: OECD COVID SME RESPONSES; STARTUPSG.NET; 
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